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i am looking for a song for a singer to sing during a dance number. the dance number will take
place in the middle of a full length musical. i want the singer to sing a song with a strong melody
and lyrics. i also want the song to be played on an acoustic guitar. the song should be perfect for

a ballad. i also want to be able to put this song in a musical in which many different things
happen. i also want the song to have a cool piano solo in it. i also want the song to have a great
bass solo that is played by a guitar. i also want the song to be played on an acoustic bass. i also
want the song to be in a musical in which another song plays at the same time. the two songs

should be over the top and they should take up the whole stage. hi all, i am new to the site and
am in need of some help regarding sheet music. i have a song that i wrote and have composed a
melody for, but i do not know how to play it. i need someone to guide me through the theory and

explain the techniques of playing piano, so i can learn the song and play it as well. my song is
called what you give is what you get. i am just wondering what you do when you're in the middle
of writing a song and have no idea what to write. i sit down and nothing comes to me and i have

no idea what to write, so i end up writing nothing. what do you do when this happens? i agree
completely with luis, it is extremely difficult to break into the music industry. i am also learning

guitar at the moment and i am also having similar problems. i have been playing guitar for about
ten years and yet i still have no interest in learning to read or write music. i can play a tune by

ear but i can't read or write music. i can play pretty much anything i hear but i can't play
anything i hear. i know, it sucks. i don't know if you can help me but i'm thinking of getting an
amp to play along with my guitar. although i will still have to be able to read music to play a

song.
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have a song that i wrote and have
composed a melody for, but i do not
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to guide me through the theory and

explain the techniques of playing
piano, so i can learn the song and
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you give is what you get. i am just

wondering what you do when you're
in the middle of writing a song and

have no idea what to write. i sit down
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years and yet i still have no interest in
learning to read or write music. i can
play a tune by ear but i can't read or
write music. i can play pretty much

anything i hear but i can't play
anything i hear. i know, it sucks. i

don't know if you can help me but i'm
thinking of getting an amp to play

along with my guitar. although i will
still have to be able to read music to
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